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In our catalogue
The 3 main weeding tools, that we supply for chemical free land-maintenance are:

2 .The Lazy Chisel Hoe, for cutting creeping thistle below the point of growth
3. The Spud/Weedhook, for anything behind stock fencing or in hedge bottoms

EACH TOOL has been designed for efficiency, using simple ergonomics as a guide, and the
maintenance of our own farm as a testing ground.
The advantages of Handwork: There are no chemical preparations, costs or dangers, and no special
protective masks or clothes required, no need to let pasture weeds grow to budding stage, and no
animal exclusion necessary. It also means tolerating low-level coppicing and infested pastures until
July. Handwork can be done in all seasons, and in most weathers.
Ragwort, Scotch thistle rosettes, can all be pulled most easily during the autumn, winter and early
spring months. The rest we think of as ‘follow up’ (apart from Creeping Thistle).

• 90% of our root weeding work is done when plants are small and the land is wet. Docks,
Ragwort, Scotch thistle rosettes, can all be pulled most easily during the autumn, winter and early
spring months. The rest we think of as ‘follow up’ (apart from Creeping Thistle).
• Docks we often deal with as we strip graze pastures or leys, i.e. a few at a time and regularly.
• Parallel lines on grassland can often be made by a wheeled vehicle, and will give each gang
member a limited and clearly marked area of responsibilty.
• Scotch Thistle rosettes are not worth kicking off the nose when small (2–3”). To save time, we just
keep piling them on, until they topple off.
•A ‘little and often’ approach is recommended at first (i.e. 1 hr, 2 hrs, 3 hrs). Although our gangs
are able to work day in and day out on contracts, we don’t do more than half a day at a time on our
farm.
• Our ‘work-rate predictor’ figures for removing Docks, Ragwort and Scotch thistle give a guide to
the length of time a job will take. They are based on our own trials, and when combined with our
method (counting weeds in 25 sq. metres of bad, medium and good area), are quite accurate.
• Perennial plants in the garden are easily uprooted with The Lazy Dog, so don’t go on breaking
your garden forks! Attach our 4-tined fork.
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1. The Lazy Dog, for the no-bend removal of tap-roots, ragwort, nettlebeds
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MAKERS OF TOOLS THAT WORK
FOR FARMERS & GROWERS
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SPECIALISTS IN NEW DESIGNS
AND OLD FAVOURITES

Tools and Parts listed
1. THE LAZY DOG

Design Reg. No.2088173

In normal conditions 80/90 mature plants an hour is good going; in a trial 2 people pulled these 258 docks in an hour in suitably moist conditions.

The full-size Lazy Dog HA4SS*
* Please note there is a shorter & lighter version for Ragwort

2. THE MAIN GRUBBING NOSES
These grubbing noses attach to all versions of the Lazy Dog. They are tightened down using a
standard key, which is provided.
FITTING AND CHANGING NOSES
HA3SS & NO8

Hold the Lazy dog as above, with the rubber
handle on the ground. Remove the bolt using
the allen key, and place the nose on the tool.
Keep the bolt on the allen key, and after
carefully re-inserting it, use both hands to
tighten it. Use the resistance of the rubber
handle on the ground as a ‘stop’.

NO1b

NO1B (52 mm) Used from Autumn to late Spring, the
original, general purpose weeding nose lifts SCOTCH
THISTLE ROSETTES and DOCKS. Extracted weeds are
easily pushed off this nose with the toe of a boot.
We use it a lot.

NO7

NO7 (65mm) Specially designed for RAGWORT but can
sometimes be useful for SPEAR THISTLE ROSETTES.
N.B. Both NO8 & NO7 now have sharply pointed tines –
useful in harder ground.

NO9

NO8

NO8 (85 mm) Used for MATURE DOCKS and HOGWEED.
HOGWEED
Deep-reaching & essential for roots in new seeds. Tackle
Docks in pasture when conditions are moist.
NOTE: Nose tips & blades should be wiped with an oily rag after
use.

NO9 (105 mm) Brilliant for MOVING GARDEN
PERENNIALS, safer and easier than a garden fork. Also
used for riving out NETTLE BEDS.
2008

USING THE ‘NO-BEND’ SECOND HANDLE WITH NO8 OR NO7

1. Insert the grubbing nose using the sole of your boot
to push it into the ground. Hold the frame nearly vertical.

2. Pull back on the TOP HANDLE, until the plant has
loosened its grip, and is mostly out of the ground.

3. Using the same hand, grab the 2nd HANDLE, and lift
the uprooted plant to waist height.

4. Now use your free hand to remove the plant from the
nose for trailering/piling/barrowing away.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Conditions must be moist or cultivated.
2. Properly tighten the noses (take a key with you
to the field).
3. Try and work in pairs, or more.
4. Wear stout boots, and gloves.
5. Tilt the tool forward and position the dog’s nose
3-4” back from the plant (distance will vary with
different plants and stages of growth).
6. Place foot on the back of the pivot and press the
tool into the ground.

8. Thistle rosettes can be removed from the nose
using the toe of the boot, and then left on the
ground to be nibbled by stock and dried out.
9. The second handle is only used for lifting the tool
to waist level.

7. Pull the top handle back and ease out the taproot.
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3.THE LAZY CHISEL HOE

Design Reg. No. 2088173

The creeping thistle rhizome

1

We have improved a lot of pasture early in the season, using this tool, and
many of our fields which were infested 4 years ago, have been improved
beyond measure. After chisel-hoeing, there is no coppicing (as with
conventional cutting), and on the banksides where it is drier, the effect is
outstanding. Shoots should be cut just below ground level, and this will
force the rhizome to shoot from a new point. We’ve found that this
regrowth rarely achieves maturity, and only in unusually wet areas is
repeat action necessary.
The tool can be operated by both handles (or by the top handle alone),
using a rotary motion. Operators soon learn to chisel-hoe around 30
rosettes a minute in the thicker beds, and to develop an eagle eye for the
smallest shoots. It is important to wear a glove, and to keep the blade
sharp. Practice will lead to accuracy and speed.
For workrates see our predictor charts.

2

3

Length 47”/120 cm

LEFT Pictures 1-4
The Chisel Hoe in action

4
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4 THE LAZY RAKE

Design Reg. No. 2088174

RHA1 at hoeing angle

RHA2

A RADICAL ANSWER TO A WEAKNESS IN THE COMMON RAKE
This well-tried design celebrated by Gardeners’ World and adopted by professionals is a powerful stainless steel tool.It
performs better than most rakes in preparing a seedbed and has an important second function.
It can hoe out grass clusters and weed seedlings from seedbeds and paths.

RHA2

RHA1

All our rakes have ash handles with a knob on the end of the shaft.
It is available in 2 widths.
RHA1 Small seed-bed rake/hoe (width 23 cms)
RHA2 Medium seed-bed rake/hoe (width 28 cms)
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5. THE SPUD/WEEDHOOK

For thistles etc in hedge bottoms or behind
wire fences
The Weedhook
This tool is for removing weeds (eg budding thistles)
from underneath hedges, the base of walls, or the far side
of ditches. Our special version has a retrieval hook, which
is very handy for pulling the sliced weed towards to you.
We have found this to be an essential part of our farm’s
weeding kit.

6. THE PROBOCIS SHIM (HOE)

This new Shim was designed after repeated requests
from gardeners. Its arched stem and lightweight shaft
enables operators to reach over and into crowded borders
from a path. Precise and reliable in its forward action, it
will also cut on the return stroke, using either edge of the
backward facing triangle. This is a much better
arrangement than a forward facing triangle and it makes
for accurate mid-summer hoeing. The steel blade is
unusually hard so will remain sharp. Burnished and
shaped ash handle.
Front width
Front to back

15.6 cms
9.8 cms

ASH SHAFTS–shaped & wax polished
We attach 28 mm ash shafts to our smaller Rakes and
Hoes, and 32 mm to the larger tools. Lengths vary in
proportion to tool size from 140 cms to 160 cms. We are
proud of the finish and feel of our handles. The shaft and
tool heads are firmly secured using a heating process.
2008

7. THE HOES
HO2
HO1

HAND-BUILT STAINLESS STEEL TROWELS (to our own
recent designs)
a. The 17” Digging Trowel (44 cms)
b. The 13” Potting Trowel (35 cms)
c. The 12” Pointed Trowel (31 cms)
HAND-BUILT WEEDING FORKS
d. The 18” Large Fork (46 cms)
e. The 16” Small Fork (40 cms)

DUTCH OR SCUFFLE HOES
We make these light tools to a traditional design, using
the hardest carbon steel. Their lightness, and their
uncommonly found widths, make them special.
Dutch or Scuffle hoes
HO1
Hooped, 9 cms
HO2
Hooped, 11.5 cms

a.

b.
c.

d.

HO4

HO5

e.

HO6

SWAN-NECKED DRAW HOES
Our Swan-necked draw hoes, come with either short or
extended necks. They are usually made to order, although
we carry a small stock, which are forged on the anvil and
then welded to hard steel blades.
Swan-necked draw hoes
HO4
Parsnip hoe
H05
Long Swan-necked, up to 13 cms
HO6
Short Swan-necked, up to 13 cms
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The forks have been adapted from the Lazy Dog noses
(N08 & NO7), and are made from ductile iron, joined to
stainless steel stems and ash handles. This whole range
of quality tools can be seen in use on Gardeners World
(TV).
All our ash handles are made to fit snugly in their cones
using heat.

8. A NEW RANGE
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LITTLE FOX WEEDER
This tool is for dandelions/plantains found in the lawn or
borders edge. Not as deep digging as a Lazy Dog, but it is
neater. It is made of Stainless Steel and carries a 2ft ash
handle.
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Hill Top Farm • Spaunton • Appleton le Moors • North Yorkshire YO62 6TR •
Telephone/Fax 01751 417351 • Telephone 417642

SOME CUSTOMERS’ COMMENTS
We have supplied Lazy Dogs to many established farms which are organic, wildlife and land maintenance organizations.
Here are a few comments from users.
‘A very useful tool, which we have used for several years. The tools are always at hand, and are best used in gangs’
Howard Wass, Fadmoor North Yorks – Tools are on display in his farm shop.
‘It works a treat! Will recommend it to fellow smallholders.’ N.J Cumbria
‘We shall be ordering a number more, to make our team work more efficient.’
‘Thank you for sending our second Lazy Dog so quickly.’ A.W.F. Dyfed
‘It really is a superb piece of gear, we are getting very good at t’job.’ J.G. North Yorks

Order Form for Lazy Dog Tools
Please write CLEARLY
Date
No.

Name of Tool/Ref.No.

Name

Price
(inc. VAT)

Address

Tel. No.
Delivery Address (if different)
Name
Address

POST & PACKING (see price list)

TOTAL
Please note, we can make the tools to suit people’s height. Please let us know if children or smaller
adults will be the chief user.

Lazy Dog Calendar
1. Spear thistle rosettes or Ragwort: both these weeds can be removed as rosettes and seedlings,
in spring and autumn. Spear thistles seedlings in winter crops can be visible by Christmas,
and therefore removable. More are likely to appear in April-May, which are the months for
tidying up all new and maturing growth. Ragwort is usually pulled as it matures in its
second season (easier to see and grab hold of), but it can also be removed at seedling or
rosette stage using a Lazy Dog.
2.Docks in new seeds and cultivated conditions, can be lifted throughout the growing season. Dig
deep. Docks in permanent pasture want to be removed when the ground is wet. Capped
surfaces really make the job much more difficult, especially for disentangling the Dock from
the surface soil, once the root is lifted. Make your attack as early in the season as possible,
when they make their first appearance. If you are beaten in the spring, strim or cut the tops,
and wait for the Autumn rains in late September/October. This often makes the most
effective Dock clearing time.
3.Creeping thistle: tackle these in late May/June, using our Chisel Hoes. By this stage, rosettes have
accumulated but are only showing the earliest signs of budding. Chiselling weakens the
plant rhisome from year to year, and on banksides where fertility is low, the annual
improvement is dramatic. Regrowth is always from a new point on the rhisome, is always
weaker, and is unlikely to set seed. ‘Cut out two and get a weaker one back’ is our
experience. Strike rate should be about 35 rosettes a minute, and we would expect two men
to easily tackle 10 heavily infested acres in a day. Keep the blade really sharp and wear
gloves. Pastures will improve annually.
Prevention is better than cure: try to keep the seed-bank covered. Tight autumn grazing with sheep
or cattle will expose new weed seeds, as will heavy hooves on wet land. Ring feeders and
racks inevitably cause exposure, so try and place them on a hard standing. As far as
possible, keep stock off grassland in winter, and never feed Dock-infested hay, haylage or
silage, on pasture. Only use it during winter housing and compost all the bedding thoroughly
in really hot middens. Our pulled Dock roots go into middens heated by horse-bedding, and
we try to re-seed rack damaged grassland.
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Telephone/Fax 01751 417351

Lazy Dog PRICE LIST (2011)
These tools are handmade in North Yorkshire

HA4 (Stainless steel 2012 Lazy Dog Frame):
NO1b General Purpose Grubbing Nose:
NO8 Large Fork:

£119.94p
£11.70p
£13.92p

(£99.95p + VAT)
(£9.75p + VAT)
(£11.60p + VAT)

Total for a ‘Basic L-D Kit’:

£119.94p

(£99.95p + VAT)

Postage & Package, for either one or four kits:
Total Price for Basic Kit, delivered the next day:

£15.06p
£135.00p

(£12.80p + VAT)
(£112.70p + VAT)

HA3SS Shorter Lazy Dog Ragwort Frame:
NO7 Small Grubbing Fork (used for Ragwort):
Total Price for HA3SS + NO7, delivered next day:

£87.12p
£12.00p
£114.18p

(£72.60p + VAT)
(£10.00 + VAT)
(£82.60 + VAT)

£48.00p
£50.40p
£7.80p
£3.00p
£54.60p
£50.60p
£40.80p
£46.80p
£43.20p
£44.20p
£45.60p

(£40.00 + VAT)
(£42.00 + VAT)
(£6.50 + VAT)
(2.50 + VAT)
(£45.50p + VAT)
(£42.16p + VAT)
(£34.00 + VAT)
(£39.00p + VAT)
(£36.00p + VAT)
(£36.83p + VAT)
(£45.60p + VAT)

Chisel Hoe Medium & Small:
Chisel Hoe Long:
Spare Chisel Hoe Blade:
Light Carborundum Boat:
Medium Rake:
Small Rake:
L-D Spud / Weedhook:
Proboscis Shim Hoe:
Dutch Hoes:
Draw Hoes:
All Trowels:

Postage & Package in UK (not Highlands or Islands) £11.28p + VAT (either 1 or 4 Basic L-D kits)
Postage & Package to Islands, Northern Ireland, Highlands is by G.P.O. Average price £14.00 incl. VAT.
European Distribution is through Sneeboer & Sons (Tool-makers at Bovenkarspel, Netherlands).
Contact : Wilma or Jaap Sneeboer Tel 0031 (0)228-511365. E-mail: info@sneeboer.com
[P & P from our workshop to Europe is approximately £35 for a Basic L-D kit].

